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Introduction to Private Land Mobile Radio (LMR): Dispatch, LTR, APCO, MPT1327, iDEN, and TETRAAlthos Publishing, 2004
This book explains the different types of private land mobile radio systems, their basic operations, and the services they can provide.

If you are involved or getting involved in land mobile radio technologies and services, this book is for you. This book covers the basics of private land mobile radio systems including traditional...
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Inside Active Directory: A System Administrator's Guide, Second Edition (Microsoft Windows Server System)Addison Wesley, 2004
The most practical, comprehensive, and highly praised guide to Active Directory has now been fully updated for Windows Server 2003. The second edition of   				Inside Active Directory: A System Administrator's Guide  			 offers a definitive reference to the...
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Frommer's Hawaii 2012 (Frommer's Color Complete)Frommers, 2011
	
		Full color throughout.
	
		Free full-color, foldout map.
	
		Completely updated every year.
	
		Each of our candid hotel reviews is based on a detailed personal inspection. You'll find lavish beachfront resorts, intimate rain-forest B&Bs, family-friendly condos, and much,...
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Nature's Keepers: The Remarkable Story of How the Nature Conservancy Became the Largest Environmental Group in the WorldJossey-Bass, 2005
Learn the Management and Leadership Lessons of the World's Largest Environmental Organization
"Nature's Keepers is a remarkable book about a remarkable organization—and a ripping yarn about groups and people who make a difference against all odds. Beyond that, it is a matchless tale of a half-century of organizational growth and...
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Relativity (Routledge Classics)Routledge, 2001
How better to learn the Special Theory of Relativity and the General Theory of Relativity than directly from their creator, Albert Einstein himself? In Relativity: The Special and the General Theory, Einstein describes the theories that made him famous, illuminating his case with numerous examples and a smattering of math (nothing more...
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Frommer's Maui 2012 (Frommer's Color Complete)Frommers, 2011
	
		Opinionated: No bland descriptions and lukewarm recommendations. Based on a detailed personal inspection, our author covers lavish beachfront resorts, intimate rain-forest B&Bs, family-friendly condos, and much, much more. Our dining reviews are simply the best in the business, whether you crave cutting-edge Asian-fusion...
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Germany For Dummies (Dummies Travel)For Dummies, 2007

	From the Bavarian Alps to the Rhine, from Berlin to the Black Forest, Germany is packed with beer gardens, castles, art, culture, and a hopping nightlife. Take it all in with this handy guide to your perfect Teutonic adventure:

	
		Complete coverage of the big cities and small towns, from Berlin and Munich to the spa town of...
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No Middle Name: The Complete Collected Jack Reacher Short StoriesDelacorte Books, 2017

	NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Get ready for the ultimate Jack Reacher experience: a thrilling new novella and eleven previously published stories, together for the first time in one pulse-pounding collection from Lee Child.

	

	No Middle Name begins with “Too Much Time,” a brand-new work of...
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The 50 Greatest Dishes of the WorldIcon Books Ltd, 2017

	A knowledgeable and charmingly-written compendium, 50 Dishes features China’s banquet-pleasing Peking Duck, Thai green curry and the comforting coq au vin of France. There are servings of Italy’s carbonara, the paella of Spain and, of course, Britain’s fish and chips. And please save room for Black Forest gâteau....
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Germany For Dummies (Dummies Travel)For Dummies, 2009
From the Bavarian Alps to the Rhine, from Berlin to the Black Forest, Germany is packed with beer gardens, castles, art, culture, and a hopping nightlife. Take it all in with this handy guide to your perfect Teutonic adventure:
	Complete coverage of the big cities and small towns, from Berlin and Munich to the spa town of Baden-Baden...
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Deploying Secure 802.11 Wireless Networks with Microsoft WindowsMicrosoft Press, 2003
Get in-depth technical guidance for deploying a security-enhanced wireless network for your corporate, public, or small business network—direct form the Microsoft Windows Networking and Communications team. This essential reference details the latest IEEE 802.11 and related technologies for public and private wireless LANs, including the...
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Hydrology and the Management of WatershedsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	This new edition is a major revision of the popular introductory reference on hydrology and watershed management principles, methods, and applications. The book's content and scope have been improved and condensed, with updated chapters on the management of forest, woodland, rangeland, agricultural urban, and mixed land use watersheds....
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